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This play is fifth in the series of six Zoom Plays for Lockdown.  
MUSIC  Jazzy-frenchy    www.bensound.com 
 
 
CAST  
 
Alix the LX  Theatre Manager of Watson Village Hall, a trusty Yorkshire lass 
 
Cheryl   Landed, critical wife of Giles, Chair of the Committee  
 
Candy  Pianist for The Twats  
 
Dr Ing/Voice  Medic leading the Watson Vaccine Programme 
 
Fatima   Anti-vaxer 
 
Geoff Gorge  (known as GG) Dashing new leading man, interested in Tamsin,  
   old school buddy of Dr Ing 
 
Giles    Gruff, trigger-happy military man, husband of Cheryl   
 
John    Director, The Watson Amateur Theatre Society (TWATS) 
 
Serena  Very organised, finding non-compliance puzzling     
 
Tamsin  Unemployed, vegan, gentle 
   
Tristram   Joker in the pack  
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NOTES FOR STAGING / FILMING 
 
Please join the Zoom call in gallery view, providing a landscape of images.   If you are live 
streaming and the host clicks "Hide non video participants" everyone who has cameras 
off will be hidden from view.   
 
This play stars the 8 original characters, plus cameo performances from Dr Ing, GG and 
Candy.  Actors should change the name appearing in their legend box to that of their 
character as below.  Simply hover over the name then then click to change it.   
 
Alix   Manager 
Cheryl   Cheryl 
Candy   Pianist 
Dr Ing   Dr Ing 
Fatima   Fatima  
Giles    Major Giles 
Geoff   GG 
John    Director 
Serena    Serena  
Tristram   Kiss-Cakes 
Tamsin  Tams 
 
The character name will then be seen across the frame when the actor is not “live” on 
screen and in the bottom left corner when they are.  Camera cues are included in the 
script so the character becomes “live” when the camera is on.  Placing the script onto the 
screen keeps the eyeline high and helps actors look directly into the camera as they 
speak. 
 
To add a background, find a copyright free image and save it to Desktop.   
On Zoom select the camera icon and click the upward arrow to its right.  
Select Choose Virtual Background.   
There will be a number of backgrounds plus a + sign top right.   
Use this Add Image + to select the saved background.   
Once imported the background will appear behind the actor.   
Adjust lighting until both images are both clear.  
 
Zoom isn't always great at backgrounds and they use up bandwidth.  It is important for 
actors not to wear the colours similar to their background as this can cause breakthrough 
on screen.   Lighting can also help differentiate the actor from the background.  It’s worth 

experimenting. 
 
A sample of the poster that could be used 
for Scene 2. 
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SCENE 1 
BURSTING THE BUBBLE 
 
Entire cast on screen, each holding some reading matter up over their faces. 
Alix – The Stage    Cheryl – Telegraph  
Fatima – Guardian   Giles - Times 
GG – Vis    John – Fishing Times 
Serena - Daily Mail   Tamsin - Big Issue  
Tristram - The Sun 
 
Tristram (behind his paper) Great slimming world recipes!  Yummmmm. 
 
Serena I’m so happy.  Just so, so (lowering her paper) happy.   
 
Fatima What's that Serena? 
 
Serena The vaccine! It's incredible.  Just think, we might actually get back to normal. 
 
Fatima Normal ... whatever that is! 
 
John  We'll be treading the boards again before we know it!  I've got plans AND  
  we've got a new member, GG. 
 
GG  (lowers his paper to reveal a striking young man) Hi there. 
 
All  Hi, hello, welcome etc.    
 
GG          I watched the Panto! It’s so nice to be with a club who are actually doing 
   something in lockdown.   
 
Giles  (still looking at the papers)  Yes.  The vaccine could be wonderful ... if it  
  works  out. 
 
Serena Those clever pharmas.  
 
Tamsin Did the farmers test on their flocks? I'm against animal testing. 
 
Fatima And I'm against ... 
 
John  That's pharmas, as in pharmaceuticals ... 
 
Alix  ... not farmers as in baa baa black sheep, Tamsin. 
 
Giles  Let's hope they roll it out at a good lick.  I've spent enough time in the West 
  Wing to last the rest of my life. 
 
SFX Trigger barks  
 
Cheryl  Might as well get used to it.  There are still going to be tough tiers for a while,  
  Giles.  I'll get some logs delivered. 
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Giles            I’m constantly in tears here, dear. 
 
SFX Trigger mewls sadly 
  
Alix  Maybe I can get me job back again. 
 
Fatima Well, I have to say the vaccine’s really not for me. 
 
Serena Look, can't we just be happy?  The science has won, we're going to be free! 
 
Cheryl  Let's not have too much premature vax elation, Serena ...   
  (Tristram makes a face, mouthing what Cheryl said) 
  ... it's never good to count your chickens … 
 
Tamsin I didn't know you kept chickens, Cheryl.  Do you get eggs? 
 
Giles  Are we being a bit previous in thinking about doing a proper show, John? 
 
Tristram I'm in, can't wait to dress up again. 
 
GG          Count me in for one of the leads. 
 
John  I certainly think we should start planning it.    
 
Alix  I'm right behind you, John ... unless I’m working by then, of course. 
 
Fatima Hope not, Alix, for our sakes and anyway, vaccines aren’t for everybody.  
  There is an alternative view. 
 
John  I'm imagining a big extravaganza to really wake us up after all this  
  hibernation.  Something with songs, choreography, costumes, a big set,  
  plenty of pazazz. 
 
Serena Oklahoma? 
 
Cheryl  Carousel? 
 
Fatima Sister Act? 
 
Tristram All about Jamie? 
 
Alix  I saw Isadora at the newsagents this week.  
 
GG  Who's Isadora? 
 
Alix  She's our local dance teacher. She's totally up for it. 
 
GG  Must meet her … 
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Cheryl  Awww, what a line up that will be. Those little Twirlliegirlies in all their glitter.  
  Oooh, the sparkle, the laughter … 
 
GG    I used to be in a dance group when I was a young boy. 
 
Tamsin Me too, I was a Twirlliegirly when I was 6. 
 
GG                (Pleased Tamsin is interested) I was 5 when I starred in my first show. 
 
Giles  (Folding his paper) I think the quicker they roll out this vax programme the 
  better.   
 
Serena (waving her Daily Mail)  "Vax to the max." That's what they say in here, then 
  we can start rehearsing before Alix runs off to the circus again (laughs). 
 
Giles  Bring in the army, line 'em up and get 'em through PDQ. That's the way to  
  manage an operation like this. 
 
Fatima Some people may not be happy being ordered what to do, Giles. 
 
Cheryl  Don't be ridiculous, Fatima, who would be so stupid.  It’s a way out of the 
   pandemic. 
 
Tristram Yes, we're all in this together, Fatima. 
 
Serena I'd be happy to tick people off.  
 
Tristram         You’ve been good at that in the past. 
 
Serena What do you mean? 
 
John  I think he means the ... um ... baked bean debacle, Serena?  
 
Tamsin  I'd be happy to volunteer too. I just got zumped from my job. 
 
Cheryl  What's that, dear? 
 
Tamsin Fired on Zoom.  They didn't even speak to us individually. 
 
Cheryl            “Zumped” - another new word.  (Tries it)  Zumped? 
 
Fatima Oh, that's rotten. 
 
Cheryl  I think it’s quite good actually.  Modern. “Zumped!” 
 
John              Let’s be sensitive, Cheryl.  Tamsin's lost her job.   
 
Giles  It says they'll be vaccinating by age, so by my reckoning that means you're 
  first, Cheryl, old thing. 
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Tamsin Yes, then you, Giles ... or maybe Serena ... 
 
Serena Well, I don't think we need to go into that level of detail right now. Is Cheryl 
  your senior, Giles? 
 
Giles  Indeed so.  I was her toy-boy all those years ago, wasn't I dear?  Picked her 
  off the shelf, I did.  My wilting flower.  
 
Tristram Hope you got her at a knock down price, like the bargain bunches at  
  Tescos, eh? (titters) 
 
Fatima (laughing) Tristraaaaaam. 
 
Cheryl  Actually, he did rather well if you must know, Tristram.  I'd just inherited The  
  Manor.  We're the 5th generation of Montague-Smythes to live here. 
 
Serena I bet Genevieve wasn't too pleased about that? 
 
Cheryl  Ahh, we follow matrilineal primogeniture so, as my younger sister,   
  Genevieve was out of the running.  Luckily she married well. 
 
Tamsin Didn't you say they were a blended family? 
 
Fatima So ... she already had children from her first marriage? 
 
Giles  Yes ... sort of ... um ... 
 
Cheryl  We don't talk about that episode, thank you!  Best forgotten.   
 
Fatima Hang on. Does that mean that she… 
 
Alix  Some things are best left alone, Fatima.   Let's get back to t’plans for John's  
  musical shall we?  
 
John  I'm thinking a few months from now.  Should be enough time to get  
  something big up! 
 
Tristram (Guffaws) 
 
Alix  We can rehearse on Zoom until we get the all-clear and have all been 
  jabbed.    
   
Fatima What if some of us might not want the jab? 
 
Giles   Why on earth not?   
  (Fatima goes to answer but Giles continues)  
  Anyway, GG, do you have a theatre background? 
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GG                As a matter of fact, Giles, I do.  When I was at Charters, we had our own  
  theatre.  Such a hoot.  Often got the lead.  The Head of Drama had a soft  
  spot for me. (snort)   
 
Tristram         I can so see why … 
 
GG                I hope to bring something to the group - in my small way. (haw haw) 
 
Tristram         (sounding keen) Small ... big ... I’m looking forward to it.  
 
John   I’ll help you fit in, GG.  We'll love having you.  
 
Cheryl           (Disapprovingly) Well, enough about all of that.  As Chair ... um GG … I run 
  the Club and as long as you abide by our very high standards I'm sure we 
  can find you a spot.  For now, I think we will draw this Zoom to a close -  
  happy with that everyone?  You all have the date of the next meeting.  
 
Fatima           Suits me.  I have my training in (looks at watch) 15.  Byeee. 
 
Fatima leaves (Camera OFF) 
 
John    Why don’t you and I continue in our own Zoom room, GG? I'd like to get  
  more of a feel for you. 
 
Tristram        You dark horse, John!  (whoops with laughter)  Anyway, I’ve got some  
  KissCakes to deliver before dark.  They said just leave them on the step but 
  rats, mice, foxes?  Byeeeeeeee. 
 
Tristram leaves (Camera OFF) 
 
GG  Righty ho, John, (quietly just to John) You must tell me all about that girl  
  (pointing) Tamsin.  Nice. 
 
GG & John leave (Cameras OFF) 
 
Giles  Come on then Cheryl old thing, let’s think about dinner. 
 
Cheryl  I’m quite capable of thinking on my own, Giles.  You're no help. 
 
Serena Harsh Cheryl.   Is he really that bad? 
 
Cheryl           Yes.  
 
Cheryl leaves (Camera OFF) 
 
Giles               Coming dear. 
 
Giles leaves (Camera OFF) 
 
Serena Well ... oh ... uh?  
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Serena leaves (Camera OFF) 
 
Tamsin          That was a short session.  Are you off too, Alix? 
 
Alix  No, I’ve got a proposal for you.  Could you give me a hand with the locum 
  doctor? 
                 
Tamsin  (excitedly) Do you mean Dr Ing?   
 
Alix  That’s right.  Good.  You know him.   
 
Tamsin  I only know him as his patient but I really like him.  I didn’t feel at all  
  uncomfortable showing him my (indicates downwards automatically)  
  problem and it didn’t seem to put him off either. 
 
Alix  (a little embarrassed) Riiiiiiiight.  He's giving a virtual talk about the vaccines.  
   It's called (speech marks in the air) "VacChat with Dr Ing."  
 
Tamsin Oooh. (speech marks in the air) "Squeeze the Disease!"   
 
Alix  I'm streaming it, so you could tick off the attendees for him as they come on 
   line. 
 
Tamsin  Oh, yes!  I've kept the list from when I talked to people about their TV  
  licenses. (waves it) We could start there. 
 
Alix   No, no, no. Privacy regulations! GDPR.  
 
Tamsin Is that another Boris thing?  GDPR. (spells out on fingers) Go Doctors,  
  Prick Really Fast? Oh, no, it hasn’t got an F.   
 
Alix  (shakes head)  Tamsin! 
 
Alix leaves (Camera OFF) 
Tamsin leaves (Camera OFF) 
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SCENE 2 
DOUBLE DOSE 
 
John is not in this scene, to allow a tile for Dr Ing. 
Fatima, Giles, GG, Serena, Tristram, are gathered in a Zoom Room for the locum 
doctor's briefing.   Alix is in the theatre (with theatre background) preparing to run 
the stream.  The centre tile shows a poster "VacChat with Dr Ing" 
Tamsin is working very hard looking up at the screen and ticking off her list. 
 
Cheryl arrives, camera ON.    
 
Cheryl  Sorry I'm late. Giles got the link, but I didn't.   
 
All  Hi. Hello.  
 
Giles  Yes, I did. 
 
Alix  Right, that's everyone in the Doctor's Zoom Room, Tamsin.  I'll get him in. 
 
Serena He's just a locum doctor, is that right? 
 
Tamsin Yes, his name's Dr Ing.  He's really brainy.  He knows about everything. 
 
Cheryl  Well, let's hope he knows about the vaccine.  
 
Giles  Vaccine-Ing, that’s what we're here for! (laughs) 
 
Tristram  Haha, good one Giles. 
 
Fatima Do you know him, Tamsin? 
 
Tamsin Yes.  It was when I had ... (indicates below again) Oh never mind, anyway, 
  yes, we've met ... sort of.  (returns to ticking off her list) 
 
Alix   He’ll be here right soon. 
 
Fatima  So is it just us lot?  Like a private forum? 
 
Alix  No love, the VacChat's available to all, even the conspiracy theorists who  
  are convinced Bill Gates is going to take over their minds with a microchip. 
  (laughing) 
 
Fatima  I'm all for democracy.  I don’t accept government white wash.  Everyone  
  deserves to voice their choice. 
 
Alix  Ahh, here we go.  Wow, there's over 200 people on.  No vaccine hesitancy in  
  Watson! 
 
Tamsin (Looking up from her list excitedly) Ooooh. 
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Alix  Stand by everyone. (presses some buttons) We're in! 
 
SFX Ding 
The poster "VacChat with Dr Ing" transitions to reveal Dr Ing.   
 
Dr Ing   Welcome everyone to my VacChat with Dr Ing.  As you know the JCVI is  
  setting up mass vaccination centres to support us GPs.   
 
GG   (looking at Dr Ing closely) You know, you look a bit familiar.  I think I know ... 
 
Dr Ing  We've got a great a bunch of tools here, so I'm going to cover the details of 
  the rollout and what that entails for each of you.   
 
Giles    When I was in the army you just rolled up your sleeve and had all your jabs 
  in one go.  I could administer a vaccine if needed - not much to it in my view.  
 
Fatima Are you volunteering, Giles? 
 
Cheryl   Don’t be ridiculous. 
 
Giles   Well … what’s the problem, it’s just a little prick. 
 
Tristram Too much information, Giles! 
 
Cheryl  True, though. (Under her breath) 
 
Dr Ing   So (nonplussed by conversation) the jabs will be administered by a host of 
  excellent clinicians.   
 
Fatima You're off the hook, Giles! 
 
Serena      Good to know you're using properly appointed personnel.  
 
Dr Ing   And everyone needs two, a few weeks apart, before they're fully immunised. 
 
Tristram I've got 2 arms - no problem! (Shimmies)  
 
Cheryl  Well, I'd like to thank you, Doctor, for all the hard work you're doing to get us 
  inoculated.  It’s incredible. 
 
All  Clap (except Fatima who makes herself look busy) Hear hear! Absolutely! 
 
GG   (puzzled and leaning forward) You really remind me of a chap I knew in … 
 
Serena Good old NHS.   
 
Dr Ing            I can’t take any credit, directly, but thank you. 
 
GG   (eagerly) I'm trying to decide which one to go for. 
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Giles   I am not going for Pfizer.  I don’t trust German technology.  
 
Fatima What about vorsprung durch technik? 
 
Alix  What's that when it’s at home? 
 
Dr Ing   The choice will be made for you. Right now its between Oxford/AstraZeneca 
  and Pfizer BioNTech with Valneva, Novovax and some others coming.   
 
Tamsin Valneva sounds nice doesn't it? Like a plant. 
 
Dr Ing  The government have ordered 367 million doses.  It’s a big operation.  
 
Tristram  (worried) A big operation?  I thought it was just a little prick? 
 
Tamsin     Oh Tris, you are silly!  (Wistfully)  I’d like my jabs from a professional.  Could 
  you do me, doctor? (flutters eyes at Dr Ing) 
   
Dr Ing  (dismissively) We’ll discuss that later.  
 
Tamsin     Really? 
 
All  (exchange glances at this flirtation) 
 
GG  (trying to catch Tamsin's eye) I…I’ve done a lot of reading about the  
  vaccines.  I could help. 
 
Dr Ing      To continue ... Even now the vaccine is in roll out we're not safe yet.  It will 
  easily take a year. 
 
Alix      My Auntie Vi should be top of your list. 
 
GG  Key workers, I'd say.  Aren't they key? 
 
Alix  Sshhh, let's listen!  Please carry on, Doctor. 
 
Tristram    I've seen that… hilarious!  That Kenneth Williams, too funny! 
 
Dr Ing  (Beginning again)  Thank you.  So, yes, first it will be the very vulnerable -  
  Care home residents, their carers, the over 80s and frontline health care  
  workers. Then we'll move down to the  ... 
   
GG     It’s Pants, isn’t it? 
 
All  What? Huh? Etc 
 
GG    Yes … Smarty Pants, Old Pant-Ing. (thumbs up at Dr Ing) Remember me  
  Geoff? Geoff Gorge. 
 
Dr Ing    (Looks closely at GG)  Well, well, Rider.   
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GG    That’s me !  Remember ... Ing?  
 
Dr Ing            (Shaking head) It’s a long time ago.  
 
Fatima   Rider, why Rider? 
 
GG    Pah, just rumour.  Boarding school thing.  You were in the top set, Roger.  
  We all called you Smarty Pants, haw haw haw. 
 
Tristram   So why are you called Rider?    
 
GG  I fagged. 
 
Serena          Yuk!  Smoking!  Disgusting. 
 
Giles     (chuckling) Ahhh, no … I boarded too … hahahaaaa.  We chaps together.   
 
Tristram   I never went to boarding school. (Imagining)  I think I'd have loved it!  
 
Fatima Sorry to interrupt but I really have to go ... I'm having a flutter for Feathered 
  Friends and …  
    
Alix  (tersely) If you have to go, Fatima, just log off.  The doctor is still speaking.  
 
Giles    People before birds.  You should stay and be informed. 
 
Fatima   Well, as it’s not for me I’m just going to slip away, I don't know why I came.  
  (Fatima goes to leave) 
 
Serena   It's for everyone, silly.  Anyway, it'll be Cheryl's age first. 
 
Cheryl   I don’t think we need to go into that again, dear.  Settle down Fatima.  Just 
  listen.   (Fatima stays) 
 
Dr Ing  We'll be rolling down the years as swiftly as we can. Now are there any  
  questions about the vaccine itself? 
 
All  (everyone looks at each other, Fatima ducks behind her newspaper)  
 
Dr Ing  There's a lot of misinformation out there, but the practice website's always up 
   to date.  Please take the time to inform yourselves from a reliable source. 
 
All  OK. Thank you.   
 
Dr Ing  And you'll find visored advisors advising veterans on the virus outside all the 
  vaccination centres, too.   
 
Fatima    Are there lists of people being ticked off as they are ... um ... done?  
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Dr Ing   Good question.  Doctors surgeries hold careful records of every 
immunisation given, not just this one.  

 
Fatima    (thoughtfully) Right. 
 
Dr Ing  This vaccination requires a double dose, so the record keeping will have to 
   be even more stringent.   
 
GG  Ahhh, two ticks instead of one.  Make sure there's plenty of lead in your  
  pencil, Ing. (Winks) DON’T SAY EH 
 
Fatima   Right.  Well on that note I am going to … er ...  Thank you, Dr Ing.   
 
Fatima leaves.  Camera OFF   
 
Serena Uh, Fatima?  Oh… 
 
Dr Ing    Any more questions?   
 
Tamsin (Waves her hand tentatively, but doesn’t speak) 
 
Dr Ing  Thank you for listening.  Remember, we'll contact you when its time for  
  your jab.  Do not ring the surgery.  In the meantime stick to the rules - 2  
  metres, wash your hands and stay at home.  
 
Alix  Thank you so much, Doctor.   
 
GG    Bye, Smarty Pants. 
  
The poster "VacChat with Dr Ing" replaces Dr Ing. 
SFX Ding 
 
GG  Tamsin, before you go… 
 
Tamsin   Yesss ... er ... Rider? 
 
GG   That was my old nickname.  Just call me GG, all my friends do. (Flirting) 
  
Tamsin   GG …  so glad you joined us. (Flirting back)  
 
GG  I'd like to know more about the shows you've done. 
 
Tamsin   Lovely. 
 
GG                Shall we meet on the green?  Two metres of course.  Maybe an outdoor  
  coffee? 
 
Serena          Tamsin dear, are you sure you want to… 
 
Tamsin         (Giggling) I’m totes up for that if you bring protection GG. 
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Tristram Erm … 
 
GG    Mask, hand gel? Never go out without all that sexy stuff.  20 minutes ok? 
 
Tamsin  I think I’ll need more time, we've done loads. 
 
GG  No, I mean let's meet in 20. 
 
Tamsin  (Peal of laughter) Ohhhhhh you’re SO funny!  (Looks at watch) 20 it is! 
 
Tamsin leaves.  Camera OFF 
GG leaves.  Camera OFF 
 
Serena  Tamsin's behaving strangely. 
 
Tristram You can say that again! 
 
Giles  She's got her mojo up, that's for sure. 
 
Cheryl  Giles!  
 
Tristram Hmmmmm - she used to find me SO funny.  What is it about this bloke  
  anyway? I think he’s a wrong-un. (Tosses head)   
 
Cheryl  There is no competition between you and GG, Tristram, you're soulmates. 
 
Serena          Cheryl's right.  You're besties. “Two Peas in a pod."   
        
Tristram  Well, what’s he got that I haven't? 
 
Giles    Tristram, I would have thought that was obvious.  He’s quite the lady's man. 
 
Cheryl  He may bring something different to the club. 
 
Tristram   (shirtily) Well I just hope it’s not catching.  I’m off to ice my fancies. 
 
Tristram leaves.  Camera OFF  
Alix leaves.  Camera OFF 
Serena leaves.  Camera OFF 
 
Giles   Toodlepip, Tristram.  It'll all come out in the wash. 
 
Cheryl  And what would you know about laundry. Come on it’s time for you to walk 
  Trigger. 
 
Giles   Yes dear.  (Shouts)  Triggerrrrrr!    
 
Cheryl leaves.  Camera OFF 
Trigger barks 
Giles leaves.  Camera OFF 
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SCENE 3 
THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS 
 
Cheryl, Giles, Tams, Tristram, Fatima, Serena and Alix are waiting on zoom to start a 
Committee meeting.    
 
Cheryl         Here we all are again, welcome.  Lots of business, but first ... 
 
Serena I'm glad we all joined the Doctor's chat. Thanks, Alix. 
 
Tamsin          I really like Dr Ing.  
 
Fatima What's the agenda, Chair?  I have a routine I like to keep to. 
 
Alix  A new project, Fatima? 
 
Fatima I'm knitting coats for alpacas with alopaecia.  Anyone got wool they don't 
  need? 
 
Tristram I've got some.  Tams, are you helping me tomorrow? 
 
Tamsin Yes, 9:30.   
 
Cheryl  I think we should start. 
 
Fatima I've also started running - you could join me? 
 
Tamsin I’d like to but ... um ... we can't meet though. 
 
Fatima Sadly not, but its on-line Tamsin so you can take part from home. 
 
Alix  I enjoy running.  Count me in. 
 
Serena I'm running the …  
 
Tristram (Suggestively) You'll break your stilettos, Serena 
 
Serena Nothing wrong with maintaining standards.  I'm running … art for kids, now 
  schools are closed again. 
 
Giles  Enlist them! 
 
Fatima Pardon, Giles? 
 
Giles  Enlist them.  The children.  Discipline and purpose, I say. 
 
Cheryl  Stop it, Giles.  Nanny always kept us busy. 
 
Serena Are you still doing Kiss-Cakes, Tris?   
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Tristram        I'm trying but I keep getting power-cuts when the oven's on at the same  
  time as the internet.  Nightmare! 
 
John and GG arrive, Cameras ON 
 
GG  What ho, everyone! 
 
Tamsin pulls up her mask and looks away as others give them a quick welcome wave. 
 
John  Sorry we're late, Chair. 
 
Cheryl  Accepted, John.  We're just finding out how everyone is keeping busy. 
 
John  Oh, sorry I missed that and the vaccine meeting.  I've been tidying up my 
  tackle ... and I have a new idea for you all. 
 
Alix  Yes he does!  But, GG, you were planning a rendezvous with our Tamsin,  
  weren't you?  How did that go? 
 
GG  Yes … that didn’t go … actually … um ... I've actually started making gin. 
 
Serena Oh, are you part of a gin club?  I'd love to join one of those. 
 
Alix  Oh me too, sounds fun. 
 
GG  No, the gin's just for me … uh, though I sell it to friends - only £45. 
 
Giles  What's wrong with Gordons. 
 
Tristram Gordon's what, Giles? (Giggle) 
 
Tamsin (tersely) Well if you want to focus on making a profit, GG, while everyone's 
  losing their jobs and heading for the food bank … 
 
Fatima Chair, do you think we might get on? 
 
Alix  Sorry … I've got to take Vi for her Vaccine at 4:00 - let me know what  
  happens.  
 
Serena It'll be minuted as always, Alix. 
 
Alix leaves, Camera OFF 
 
Cheryl  Order everyone.  Your proposal - we're all ears, John. 
 
John  As you will recall, GG and I went off from the last meeting to have a talk and 
  the exciting news is that ... 
 
GG  (butting in for John) We have decided on the next musical.  Da Da Daaaah ... 
   you'll all be thrilled ... Hamilton! 
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Giles  That’s about the American Statesman, Alexander Hamilton, ooh and military 
  commander, isn't it? 
 
John  Yes, that's him. 
 
Giles  The role's a given. Perfect for me, thanks John.  
 
John  Erm, quite so Giles, but … GG has stepped up to take the lead in this one.  
  Wait till you hear his voice. 
 
Giles  I do singing.  I speak the songs.  It's very effective, you've said so yourself. 
 
Fatima (Not convinced) Hmmm, I'm not sure. 
 
GG  It’s a stunning show with rap ... 
 
John  ... hip-hop ... 
 
GG  ... power ballads ... 
 
John  ... show tunes ... 
 
GG  Exhilarating.  I'm nearly off book already. 
 
All  (Tumbleweed pauses and grumbles) 
 
Serena We don't do that sort of modern show here, do we John? 
 
Cheryl  Hear, hear, Serena.  I didn't become Chair to put on a hip-hop rap show in 
  Watson.  What nonsense. 
 
Fatima How come you've already cast GG?  What about me? 
 
Tristram And me?  (folds arms) 
 
John (looks at watch) Well, I've asked Candy to come along START VIDEO – GO 

TO SPEAKER VIEW and tinkle out a few melodies for us, so you can get a 
bit of a feel.  Ahh, here she is. 

 
Candy arrives, Camera ON      
 
Candy Sorry I'm late everyone. I’ll just settle while you – GO TO GALLERY SHOT 

UH, Do carry on. 
 
All  (Wave quietly) 
 
GG  Hey Candy, I'm GG, the new boy. 
 
Giles  A fact that you should remember, young man! 
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Cheryl  Order, Giles!  How are you, Candida, dear? 
 
Candy  All good Cheryl. I got your email, John, but ...  
 
John  Yes, Hamilton.  I knew you'd love it. 
 
Candy  Yes ... yes ... Hamilton.  It's pretty technical and to be frank, it's beyond me. 
 
Tamsin If you think it’s too ambitious, Candy, it must be hard. 
 
Cheryl  This hasn’t been formally proposed.  Unconstitutional, I'd say. 
 
Serena Seconded. 
 
Tristram Rap? I don't think you're quite getting our group, GG. 
  (to Amy Winehouse's Rehab) “They tried to make us put on Hamilton, 
  We said No, no, no!” 
 
All  (sing) No, no, no.  
 
Fatima It’s just not our style in Watson. 
 
GG  I'm sure that once Candy's taken you through a song or two, you'll all get  
  the gist of it.  Don't panic, I'll lead you through it. 
 
Candy  Hamilton needs a full orchestra, John? Is that the plan? 
 
John  GG, you said this was perfect for an am dram club, but ... um ...? 
 
GG  Well, it's a challenge … but in a good way.  Don't you want to raise the tone 
  of the club? 
 
Giles  (under his breath) Whippersnapper! 
 
Tristram Squirt! 
 
Cheryl  You're making this sound like a fait accompli, John.  Where's the vote? 
 
John  Such an idiot. 
 
Serena Don't speak to Cheryl like that, John.   Being Chair is very onerous. 
 
John  No - I'm the idiot.  I've upset you all, probably as a result of my lockdown  
  brain.  I’ve been rather swayed by someone's over-enthusiasm. 
 
Fatima           (looking pointedly at GG)  These things often happen when new people are 
  allowed to “muscle in.”  
      
GG  (crossly, ignoring Fatima)  Tell me then, Candy, what kind of musical were 
  you thinking of? 
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Candy  I wasn't.  That's not my role.  I just tinkle the ivories.   
 
Tristram (Singing in Fagin voice from Oliver) I think we'd better think it out again. 
 
Cheryl  Calm, Tristram!  Does anyone have any other thoughts? 
 
Fatima         I played Maria in the The Sound of Music once.   
 
Serena Anything but that! 
 
Tamsin We're not even out of lockdown yet ... I don't see how ... 
 
Candy Let's lighten up the mood.  I suggest a sing-song. You all know our 

standard curtain call - (tinkles the keys) The Watson Warble (tinkles the keys 
again) 

 
Tamsin Oh yes!  Let’s sing … but I can't remember all the words. 
 
Tristram I do, Tams, just copy me. 
 
GG  (cuttingly) It’s hardly difficult, Tamsin. 
 
Tamsin Thank you.  I'll follow Tristram if you don't mind. 
 
Candy  Ready all, I'll count you in.  One, Two, Three, And … 
 
They all sing along happily but after a moment GG bursts forth.  Tristram notices 
and bursts louder.  The song is a shambles due to Zoom delays.   
 
* The Watson Players bring you * another show      
 
* Fun entertainment with a * heart-warming glow  HANDS ON HEART 
 
* The stage is set so raise the curtain once more PULL ON ROPES  
 
* Bring up the lights and hear the audience roar           JAZZ HANDS  
 
* The leading lady and the * leading man  HANDS FRAME FACE 
 
* Act out their starring roles as * best they can 
 
* With Techie Alix prompting ev'ry page       INDICATE ALIX WITH OPENHAND 
 
* * * The Watson Players are on stage!   BIG JAZZ HANDS TO CLOSE 
 
The final notes of the song end with claps and cast comments.  
 
Candy           (being kind) Not bad … for Zoom, at least.  What d’you think, John? 
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John  Yes - not bad.  It's reminded me what we're capable of.   
 
GG  Or not as the case may be … 
 
Tamsin Well, I loved that.  It's what we all enjoy that's important, isn't it, John?   
  (glaring at GG) 
 
Fatima  The Sound of Music is so well known it would be quite easy to ... 
 
Giles   Drop it Fatima.  There are not enough roles for men. 
 
Cheryl  No bickering, please.  Time’s up. I propose you email me with your   
  suggestions. That’s what we'll do. Don’t forget to copy in John.  
 
All                  Yes / good idea / will do / ok, etc 
 
GG            Well …You know my thoughts.  I'll just leave it on the table and ... er ... wish 
  you all  good luck. 
 
GG leaves.   Camera OFF 
 
Serena That was an abrupt departure.  Whoops! 
 
Fatima  Maybe bitten off more than he can chew with us. 
 
Tristram Good riddance!   Hamilton indeed. 
 
Cheryl  Right, we're ditching Hamilton and we'll vote next time.  Thank you for  
  coming along to our scratch rehearsal, Candida.   
 
Candy  It's Candy.  It's always lovely to play for you all. 
 
All  (wave her off) Thanks, thanks Candy … etc 
 
Candy leaves.   Camera OFF 
 
Fatima Back to the drawing board, then, John. 
 
Everyone signs out except John.   Cameras OFF 
 
John  (To self) As Mr Shakespeare said "Music oft hath such a charm." I'll have to 
  put my mind to something more suitable.  Ah pity, pity me. 
 
John camera OFF 
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SCENE 4  
BEST IN CLASS 
 
Alix, Cheryl, Giles, Tams, Tristram, Fatima, Serena and John are in a meeting.  
Some mumblings as scene starts.    
The centre tile is empty, as this will be used at the end of the scene for the 
captions/spinning wheel. 
 
Alix  Yes, that’s right.  Vi's had her shot.  She's delighted.   
 
Giles   We have too haven’t we, dear?   
 
Cheryl  Yes.  As vulnerables we were, uh, brought forward. 
 
Giles  Not strictly, dear.  It was our age group.  Bit sore this morning, mind. 
 
Cheryl  Man up, Giles!  It’s only a tiny prick. 
 
Tristram Too much information, Cheryl. (Titters) 
 
Serena I think you look great for your age. 
 
Cheryl  (Indignant) Really! 
 
John   What was it like?  
 
Cheryl  Not a problem for me, thank you!  Though I have noticed the ends of my hair 
  have gone frizzy.   Do you think that’s a coincidence? 
 
Tristram That won’t be a problem for you Giles, anyway. (Titters) 
  (or) How's the frizziness your end, Giles??   
 
Serena  It’s funny, I’ve developed a craving for liquorice just like when I was pregnant 

with Hilda. 
 
Tamsin You can’t be expecting now though, can you Serena? 
 
Giles   Well of course not, Tamsin.  She's vaccine age, like us. 
 
Alix  Have you been done, too, Serena? 
 
Serena Yes, just the other day.  Do you think there are side effects? 
 
Fatima  The virus is uncharted water, if you bother to read about it. 
 
Giles   I’ve become very fond of the aroma of Trigger’s paws.  Who’d have thought? 
 
Alix  Grand that it’s all free though, eh?  
John  Um, no, it’s not strictly free.  I mean they're spending £6 billion to develop  
  and procure vaccines ...  
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Alix  I mean it’s free to us, John.  
 
Tamsin Dr Ing explained all that in the meeting.   
 
Alix  (shirtily) I know, but I think … 
 
Serena Good old NHS, marvellous, just marvellous. 
 
John          So, shall we get to business?   
 
All  (various yesses)  
 
John   Right … Do you all remember the competition Simon spoke of when we were 
   doing the Panto?   
     
Fatima           Yes.  Did it come to anything? 
 
John  We're shortlisted!  
 
Tristram         I remember Simon saying he wanted to enter. (snigger) 
 
Cheryl  Tristram!  Recognition would be nice. We've been at the cutting edge of the 
  coal face throughout lockdown.   
 
Tamsin The rehearsed readings … 
 
Fatima The radio plays ... 
 
Alix  Streaming the Maharajah's Man ... 
 
Serena A virtual panto.  Well done us!    
 
John  To Alix, who's made so much of this possible.   
 
All  Yes, well done, Alix.  Hoorah.  Clap clap ... etc 
 
Alix  It were nought, give over. 
 
Tristram We should give you the clap too, John, for putting on Simon’s Panto.  He’s 
  won before, hasn’t he? 
 
Fatima He has.  That’s why I was quite delighted to be cast as Snow White.  What 
  categories are we up for?  
 
John  Let's see (looks at an email on his screen) … best costumes, best actor, best  
  comedy moment, best director.    
 
Tristram I reckon, it'll be Giles as the Narrator for Best Actor.  They're bound to  
  overlook the dwarves. 
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Serena  I think their costumes were superb.  So imaginative!  So colourful!  I made  
  them. 
 
Alix  Best comedy moment has to be when you're stepmother's cackle turned into 
   a full blown coughing fit, Cheryl.  Just hilarious. 
 
Cheryl  I wasn’t coughing, Alix.  I was in character. Wasn’t I, John?  
 
Fatima Maybe you'll scoop Best Director, Fairy King?  A Panto in lockdown is no 
  mean feat. 
 
Alix  Ssh everyone, its starting ... 
 
Voice   The results are out and the casts are excited.  Our first category - Best  
  Actor goes to an exceptionally talented ...   
 
SFX INTERFERENCE  
CAPTION "YOUR INTERNET IS UNSTABLE!"  
 
John  What?  Alix, can you do something? 
 
Serena Yes, Alix, come on! 
 
Tristram Noooo! 
 
Fatima Did they say … 
 
Alix  Sshh. 
 
Voice   ... who's interpretation of ... 
 
SFX INTERFERENCE  
CAPTION "YOUR INTERNET IS UNSTABLE!"  
 
Giles  Oh God!  Is it poor radar, Alix? 
 
Alix  It isn't us.   
 
Serena Nor me. 
 
John  Typical.  I hate technology. 
 
Alix  Sshh. 
 
Voice   ... exceptionally moving throughout the whole performance ...   
 
Tristram Here we go … 
 
Voice   ... and I'm proud to announce The Best Actor is ... 
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All  (Exclaim aghast) Agh! Oh! No! 
 
Serena Well, who? 
 
FREEZE FRAME OF ALL 8 TILES 
SPINNING WHEEL OF DEATH IN CENTRE TILE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8hxk3gCWW0  
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